Luminaires must be installed by a qualified electrician (check with local and national codes for proper installation).
To prevent electrical shock, disconnect electrical supply before installation or servicing.
Contractor is responsible for adequately reinforcing walls and/or ceilings to support luminaire weight. Focal Point, LLC accepts no responsibility for inadequately reinforced walls and/or ceilings. The information contained in this drawing is the sole property of Focal Point, LLC. Any reproduction in part or whole without the written permission of Focal Point, LLC is prohibited.

**REFERENCE DRIVER MANUFACTURER’S SPEC SHEETS FOR DRIVER SPECIFIC WIRING DIAGRAMS.**

EMERGENCY LUMINAIRES WIRED ACCORDING TO BATTERY MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS.

Avoid all contact with LED surface, LEDs are easily damaged!

Emergency luminaires wired according to battery manufacturer’s instructions.

0-10V DIMMING & NON-DIMMING STANDARD WIRING

- LED
- GREEN
- WHITE (NEUTRAL)
- BLACK (LINE)
- GRAY (-)
- PURPLE (+)
- **OPTIONAL** (individually capped at factory for non-dimming applications)
  - (if capped together, fixture will automatically dim to lowest setting)

*OUTPUT WIRE VARIATIONS:
- RED (+), BLUE (-)
- RED (+), BLACK (-)
- BLACK (+), YELLOW (-)
- **0-10V DIMMERS**
- **0-10V DIMMER**
- **0-10V DIMMER**

Air return installation

Make electrical connections